
THE BANQUET FRIEZE 
FROM POGGIO CIVITATE (Murlo) (1)

(Con le tavv. XIII-XXVI f. t.)

The sixth century B. C. marked the height of Etruscan power. 
Intensive trade and industry brought about greater wealth which 
was reflected in the rapid development of the archaic sites and by 
their tombs, rich with imported objects. Communications were 
improved both within and without Etruria. Once an idea, object, 
or style received favor it could quickly spread throughout all Etruria. 
To best study such a phenomenon a group of objects with the 
following characteristics is necessary: they must have survived in 
sufficiently large numbers, have been found on a widespread group 
of sites, and be capable of a reliable relative dating. The decorative 
architectural frieze meets all these requirements (2); but, taken as 
a whole, its surviving numbers are so great that they are unwieldy 
to work with. Rather a narrower focus within this class of objects 
permits examination. The banquet is one of the most popular sub-
jects appearing on architectural frieze plaques and has been found 
on a wide range of sites extending from Poggio Civitate (Commune 
of Murlo, Province of Siena) in the north to Velletri in the south.

(1) I would like to express special thanks to Professor Kyle Meredith Phillips, 
Jr. of Bryn Mawr College for allowing me to publish this material and for his 
criticism and encouragement at all stages in my research and writing of this 
article. The present paper has developed from a seminar report given at Bryn 
Mawr College in the autumn of 1968. I would like to acknowledge my gratitude 
to Professor Erik Sjöqvist for his advice and encouragement at that time; my 
thanks also to Timothy N. Gantz, Erik Nielsen, and Vivian Price for reading a 
final draft of the article, and to Timothy N. Gantz, Mark I. Davies, Dmitrios 
Schilardi, various graduate students in the Department of Art and Archaeology at 
Princeton University, and the members of the Scavi Americani at Murlo for their 
criticisms and suggestions. Part of the publication costs of the plates was provided 
by Bryn Mawr College and Princeton University. Princeton University, October, 
1970.

(2) A. An d r e n , Architectural Terracottas from Eirusco-ltalic Temples, in Acta 
Sueciae, VI, 1940, pp. CXIX, CXLVIII.
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Furthermore since the known number of banquet frieze examples 
has doubled in the past ten years, the scene not only now provides 
sufficient documentation by itself, but also merits discussion in 
itself.

I present, in detail, one recently discovered banquet frieze, 
that from Poggio Civitate (3), and show how it fits stylistically, 
typologically, and chronologically within its archaeological context. 
In the summer of 1966 Bryn Mawr College, under the auspices of 
the Florence Archaeological Museum, began to excavate Poggio Ci-
vitate, located south of Siena near a tributary of the Ombrone 
River. Thus far, a large square complex has been uncovered. From 
the immediate area of the complex and from dumps nearby terra-
cotta frieze plaques have been excavated which were probably 
attached to the buildings in the complex. Four types have been 
found: banquet, divine assembly (4), horserace, and procession. 
Though the banquet frieze will form the focus of the discussion, 
the other friezes will be considered when necessary.

CATALOGUE OF THE POGGIO CIVITATE BANQUET FRIEZE

Each plaque is 0.24 m. high by 0.54 m. long with an average 
thickness of 0.03 m. A cavetto moulding divided into twenty- 
four strigils, with a row of twenty-two studs below arranged in a 
quasi-checkerboard pattern, defines the upper border of the frieze 
area; a guilloche pattern forms the bottom border. The upper 
interstices between the individual parts of the guilloche are filled 
to serve as a ground line for the entire frieze. The banquet scene 
is divided by a lebes and its stand into two sections, each with a 
kline with a reclining couple, flanked on either side by a standing

(3) Preliminary reports and notices by K. Μ. Phillips, Jr. have appeared in 
the following: AJA LXXI, 1967, pp. 133-139; LXXII, 1968, pp. 121-124; LXXIII, 
1969, pp. 333-339; LXXIV, 1970, pp. 241-244; LXXV, 1971, pp. 257-261; Archeology 

XXI, 1968, pp. 252-261; Dial. Archaol. I, 1967, pp. 121-124; II, 1968, pp. 104-106; 
Not. Scavi, 1966, pp. 5-17; 1969, pp. 38-50; Soprintendenza alle Antichità d’Etruria, 
Poggio Civitate (Murlo, Siena): The Archaic Sanctuary, Catalogue of the Exhibition, 
Florence-Siena, 1970, Florence, 1970 (hereafter cited as PC Cat.).

(4) A study of the interpretation of the seated figures frieze by T. N. Gantz 
appears in this volume, pp. 3-24.
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serving figure. Below each kline is a table laden with bowls; 
under each table is a crouching dog facing the center.

In this catalogue, the description and numbering of figures 
runs from left to right. For the ease of the reader, a line drawing 
of the frieze has been included and should be consulted while 
reading the catalogue {fig. 1). The drawing published here is the 
second revision of the original, and represents a composite of 
the best details culled from the best preserved plaques and frag-
ments. In other words, though all the details that appear on it 
do not appear on any one frieze plaque of fragment alone, they 
are present on one or more fragments, of which at least one 
example of each case will be cited in the catalogue below (5).

1. Inv. n. 68-446. (tav. XHIa). Tesoro, Trs. 1AL, 1AN. H., 0.243 m.; L., 0.547
m. Bibl.: PC Cat., p. 56 n. Ill (no illustration). Photo.: Fi. GF, n. 22086/12.

The complete plaque is preserved except for the following parts: chips 
along the strigli moulding; a triangular section in the bottom middle, which cuts 
through the legs of the second serving figure and the bottom of the lebes stand 
and of the third serving figure; the bowls on the left side of the first table; and 
the head of the fourth reclining figure. Because the surface is worn, some of the 
finer details are lacking, but it does show the entire scene.

2. Inv. n. 66-38. (tav. XHIb). Tesoro, Trs. 1, 1A, IB. H., 0.24 m.; L., 0.53 m. 
Bibl.: PC Cat., p. 55 n. 108 (no illustration). Photo.: Fi. GF, n. 21949/4.

The complete length and height is preserved with the following missing 
sections: the fourth, and ninth through fourteenth strigils (the others are chipped 
except for a few on the right side); the area above the second reclining figure; 
most of the third serving figure; parts of the second reclining couple; most of the

(5) At this point I would like to thank Margaret George Butterworth for 
making the original reconstruction of the banquet frieze, and Silvia Ferranti and 
Hans Linden for their subsequent revisions, in details, of the drawing. A final 
version will be made when all the frieze plaques are together again after the 
conclusion of the 1970 show of Poggio Civitate finds; because, as the drawing 
presently stands, it is accurate in the typology, but not in the exact placement and 
measurement of the figures, probably because the preserved fragments come from 
different moulds. For the excellent photographs, I would like to thank Cesare 
Mannucci of the Museo Archeologico, Florence and Göran Söderberg, the excavation 
photographer, who was supported at Poggio Civitate during the summers of 1969- 
1970 by grants from the American Philosophical Society. The former will be cited 
as Fi. GF, i.e. Florence, Museo Archeologico, Gabinetto Fotografico, and the latter 
as Excav. Photo., i.e. Excavation Photograph.

In addition to the above, the following abbreviations will be used: Bibl. = 
Bibliography; H. = Height; Inv. n. = Inventory number, of the excavation; 
L. = Length; Max. = Maximum; Pres. = Preserved; Tr. = Trench.
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right end serving figure; and some of the guilloche border, including the lower 
right corner. The following parts are damaged: the head of the first serving figure; 
parts of the body of the first two reclining figure; the kline with its cover, the 
left leg and middle section of the first table; the rear leg of the first dog; and 
parts of the second kline and cover.

This plaque was flooded in Florence in the fall of 1966, and has since been 
restored by the Florence Archaeological Museum.

3. Inv. n. 68-406. (tav. XVIIa). Tesoro, Tr. IAN. H., 0.241 m.; L., 0.543 m. 
Photo.: Fi. GF, n. 22089/1.

The complete length and height is preserved with the following missing 
sections: the upper left corner and the cavetto moulding above the third reclining 
figure. The following areas are chipped: the right leg of the first table, the legs 
of the second reclining figure, the middle part of the second serving figure, the 
lebes stand, the left end bowl on the second table, and three places along the 
guilloche border.

4. Inv. n. 68-447. (tv. XlVa, XVa-d). Tesoro, Tr. IAN. Pres. H., 0.178 m.; 
Pres. L., 0.218 m. Bibl.: PC Cat., p. 56 n. 112 (no illustration). Photo.: Fi. GF,
n. 22054/5. Excav, Photo.

This fragment is broken across the top and along its right side. Preserved 
are: the left section of the frieze up to and including the second reclining figure, 
except for the leg-mass; the first table and kline, except for their right legs; 
and the dog except for the tip of its nose and its forepaws.

The clarity of the detail is excellent throughout, and the 
following parts should be especially noticed. The first serving 
figure, like all the figures except for the third reclining figure, 
wears a layered hairstyle, which falls in five increasingly larger 
lozenges to the shoulders. The profile is particularly distinct with 
its big eye with pupil, large, long, prominent and pointed nose, 
pinched lips and jutting chin. The figure carries a simple bowl 
without foot in the raised left hand and an oinochoe in the lowered 
right hand. Particular care was taken on the representation of the 
latter by distinguishing the thumb from the hand and the high strap 
handle whose juncture with the mouth of the vase is marked by 
a rounded section. Unfortunately, the forehead of the first reclin-
ing figure is missing; nonetheless his eye and beard are clearly 
visible. Behind his shoulder is a small pillow. The artisan who 
made the mould misunderstood the profile view of the first 
reclining figure. Presented with the problem of a complete profile, 
he depicted only the right arm and the legs, covered by their 
garment and drawn up tightly into their triangular mass, like the 
legs of all the reclining figures. When he tried to represent the 
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left hand raised behind the bowl held in the figure’s right hand, 
he fused the left hand to the bowl. The original bowl must have 
been a slightly smaller version of that carried by the first serving 
figure. The second reclining figure turns its head back to look 
at the first figure. The profile of the head is similar to that of the 
first serving figure, except the hair cuts diagonally across the top 
of the forehead reducing the overall facial area to more normal 
proportions. Again an incised eye is preserved, but placed a little 
farther back and lower in the face than one would normally expect. 
In the right hand, the figure holds a cup, which cuts into the 
leg-mass. The result is a more elongated triangular mass than 
for the other reclining figures. The vase is an Ionic bowl with a 
low foot, two loop handles, a squat, rounded body, and a carinated 
rim. The figure’s left hand is correctly portrayed raised behind 
the cup and holds a flower whose stem and part of the bloom 
may be seen. A cushion placed beneath the right elbow bends 
with the weight of the arm. Four bowls rest on the table below 
the kline (6) (from left to right): a low, flat bowl with four 
slanting oval objects; a high-footed plate; a bowl higher than the 
first with a broader rim with four round objects; and lastly another 
high-footed plate. Below the table, the dog crouches to the right. 
He seems to be missing his rear right leg. That is, only the rear 
left leg is shown as if it were behind the absent right leg whose 
haunches are indicated by a raised surface. The dog’s long tail 
curls back behind the table leg. The head is small with ears pricked. 
The jowl area is slightly raised to differentiate it from the neck.

Certain stylistic traits are well-preserved on this plaque. The 
artisan tends to maintain one consistent level of relief. When he 
wishes to render overlapping objects, he outlines the overlapping 
area by cutting into the area which is crossed. For example, notice 
the outlining of the Ionic bowl, held by the second reclining figure 
against that figure’s leg-mass, and also the way the same figure’s 
right arm crosses the chest area. In rare instances, the artisan has 
raised the level of relief to indicate an overlapping area, like the 
foreleg of the dog.

5. Inv. n. 68-448. (tav. XlVb, XVIa-d). Tesoro, Tr. 1 AN. H„ 0.238 m.; Pres.

(6) For this detail also compare Inv. n. 66-41 published in AJA LXXI, 1967, 
pl. 41 fig. 21.
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L., 0.285 m. Bibl.: PC Cat., p. 56 η. 113 (no illustration). Photo.: Fi. GF, 
n. 22054/2. Excav. Photo.

The frieze is broken on its left and right sides, with the upper right corner 
still intact. It preserves the right section of the banquet scene up to and including 
the arms and most of the head of the third serving figure. Most of the fourth 
serving figure, except for the head and cup in the right hand, and the right ends 
of the kline and table are missing. Like Inv. n. 68-447 (Cat. n. 4) this fragment 
exhibits excellent detail; found in the same area, the two pieces probably once 
belonged to the same plaque.

Especially notable are the following details. The head of the 
third reclining figure turns back towards the third serving figure. 
The beard, neatly covering his face and chin, distinguishes this 
figure as a male like his counterpart on the first kline whose 
beard seems more like a goattee. His profile is sharp with an 
emphasis on the nose and the eye. In his raised left hand, seen 
behind a large bowl of the same type as that held by the first 
serving figure, is a piece of food, perhaps an egg. The fourth 
reclining figure has an equally sharp profile, but a different hair-
style and no beard. The hair falls straight down in a narrow ridge 
to the shoulders. A larger pillow than the other three supports 
the figure’s right arm and back. Instead of holding a bowl or a 
cup, like the other banqueters, this one plays a lyre (7) with 
the right hand raised over the strings with fingers extended. The 
strings of the lyre were indicated in paint; due to poor preservation 
the exact number is uncertain [tav. XVIb). This detail, like the right 
end cup on the table below the kline, appears more clearly on 
the photograph taken immediately after excavation {tav. XVIc). 
There are five bowls on the table. Beginning from the left, they 
are; a high-footed plate; a bowl with four round objects, like the 
third bowl on the first table; another high-footed plate; a lower 
bowl with four lemon-shaped objects; and an Ionic bowl with 
small loop handles. The dog is similar to the first one, except that 
his forequarters are raised a little more above the ground and 
his hindquarters are correctly portrayed in profile. His ears are 
pricked and his eye can be made out (8).

(7) Compare the same figure on Inv. n. 66-261 published in AJA LXXI, 
1967, pl. 41 fig. 35.

(8) For a detail of the dog’s tail, see Inv. n. 67-347 in Not. Scavi, 1969, 
p. 44 fig. 8.
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6. Inv. n. 68-361. (tav. XVIIb). Civitate A, Trs. 2A, 2G, and 2H. Pres. H., 
0.190 m.; Pres. L., 0.386 m. Photo.: Excav. Photo.

Broken across the top and on the right side, this plaque 
preserves most of the scene from the forequarters of the first 
dog and leg-mass of the second reclining figure through the fourth 
serving figure except for the following gaps: a triangular section 
of guilloche including the left part of the base of the lebes stand; 
the top half of the second serving figure and the rim of the lebes; 
the crown of the head of the third serving figure; most of the 
third reclining figure’s head; and the back of the fourth serving 
figure’s head. Completely preserved are the right kline and table, 
which are similar to their counterparts on the left. The kline, 
oriented from left to right, is seen in a profile view and consists 
of three basic sections: the head with its thin, flat, horizontal 
capital joined by the long, horizontal stretcher to the end of the 
kline with its slightly smaller capital. The legs of the kline end 
three-quarters of the way down to the ground and rest on an 
elaborate foot, which is more clearly seen on Inv. n. 67-169, 
Cat. n. 15, and described under that entry. A narrow cover, which 
follows the contour of the kline, falls over either end of the kline. 
The overhang is thickened at the ends from the weight of the 
material and appears slightly concave at the bottom for the same 
reason. The table is of the typical three-legged type with its table 
top extending beyond the legs on the left side and joined by two 
interior vertical supports to its horizontal stretcher below. The 
right leg tapers three-quarters of the way down its length and 
curves to the right into an animal hoof. The single left leg actually 
represents the two rear legs as is seen on a bronze candelabra in the 
Cabinet des Médailles, Paris (9). The artisan fused the two legs 
into one mass, but kept the two animal feet distinct, by curving 
one to the left and the other to the right as if the table were 
seen head-on in a profile view. Other good details on this plaque 
are: the third serving figure, the fourth reclining figure, and the 
lower half of the fourth serving figure.

7. Inv. n. 68-350. (tav. XVIIIa'j. Civitate A, Trs. 2H and 21. H., 0.243 m.; 
Pres. L., 0.245 m. Photo.: Excav. Photo.

(9) Paris, Cabinet des Médailles No. 958. Published in G. Μ. A. Ric h t e r , 
The Furniture of the Greeks, Etruscans and Romans, 1966, fig. 468.
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Broken on the left and chipped at the lower right corner, 
this piece preserves the right kline with its banqueters and the 
fourth serving figure. The latter figure is particularly fine. It has 
an exceptionally elongated shape due to the smaller head and 
narrower width of the body, as if it had been squeezed into its 
tiny space. Otherwise this servant is similar in appearance to the 
others. The oinochoe which the figure carries is smaller, but of the 
same type, as the one carried by the first serving figure. The 
servant’s hand is divided into two distinct parts, the thumb and 
the rest of the fingers formed into a fist to hold the narrow strap 
handle of the vase. Notice especially the way the oinochoe is 
outlined against the figure’s body and the distinction made between 
the body of the figure and the handle of the vase. The third re-
clining figure is well-preserved, as well as the right end of the 
kline under this figure’s leg-mass.

8. Inv. n. 69-317. (tav. XVIIIc). Civitate A Tr. 1. Pres. H., 0.129 m.; Pres. L., 
0.074. Photo.: Excav. Photo.

Broken across the top just above the studs, on the right, and across the 
bottom, this fragment preserves the upper half of the first serving figure. The face 
is especially clear with its five lozenges forming the hair, the eye set within lids, 
the nose and the lips.

9. Inv. n. 70-291. (tav. XVIIIh). Tesoro, Tr. 17. Pres. H., 0.128 m.; Pres. L., 
0.160 m. Photo.: Excav. Photo.

Broken on the left and right, this piece preserves a triangular section towards 
the middle of the plaque including part of the crowning cavetto. The left hand 
of the second reclining figure holds a flower with a gently curving stem which 
arches neat the bloom. The vase with its right handle can be seen outlined against 
the preserved portion of the leg-mass.

10. Inv. n. 68-407. (tav. XVIIId; fig. 2). Tesoro, Tr. IL. Pres. H., 0.087 m.; 
Pres. L., 0.100 m. Photo.: Excav. Photo.

Broken on all sides, this fragment preserves the legs of the second reclining 
figure and the top part of the second serving figure. A double image of the latter’s 
profile shows that an uneven pressure was used when impressing this plaque into 
the mould. The hair with its lozenges is well preserved.

11. Inv. 67-174. (tav. XIXa). Civitate A, Trs. 2A, 2F. Pres. H., 0.147 m.; 
Pres. L. 0.180 m. Bibl.: AJA LXXI, 1967, pl. 41 fig. 36 (only the left hand 
fragment from Civitate A Tr. 2); AJA LXXII, 1968, p. 123 fig. 14. Photo.: 
Excav. Photo.

This fragment is broken on all sides. It preserves the top 
middle of the frieze plaque from the leg-mass of the second reclin-
ing figure to the first half of the third reclining figure. The head 
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of the third serving figure has broken away. Particularly clear 
are the head of the second serving figure with its eye, mouth, 
slightly receding chin and hair. Note especially the figure’s left 
arm and hand cutting into the leg-mass of the second reclining

68 -407

fig. 2 - Inv. n. 68-407. Cat. n. 10. Drawing by H. Linden

figure. The lebes, a simple bowl with a carinated rim, is precisely 
defined. It is outlined against the bodies of the two middle servants 
by a narrow groove, which enables both the lebes and the two 
figures to maintain the same level of relief. The profile of the third 
reclining figure is distinct with its large eye and long, pointed 
beard.

12. Inv. n. 68-363. (tav. XlXb). Civitate A, Trs. 2A, 2B, 2G. Pres. H., 
0.155 m.; Pres. L., 0.173 tn. Photo.: Excav. Photo.

Broken across the top and on the left and right sides, this fragment preserves 
the lower middle section of the scene from the right half of the second serving 
figure through the left leg of and the third bowl on the second table. The head and 
arms of the third serving figure and almost all of the third reclining figure are 
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missing. The lebes and its stand are complete (10), except for the lower left 
section of the base. The spirals of the stand which appear halfway down its shaft 
are especially clear, as are the first two bowls on the second table.

13. Inv. n. 69-314. (tav. XIXc). Civitate A, Trs. 2G, 21. Pres. H., 0.197 m.; 
Pres. L., 0.250 m. Photo.: Excav. Photo.

This piece in broken on all sides, except for a small section 
of guilloche immediately below the lebes stand. Preserved are: the 
top of the right leg of the first kline with the overhang of the 
cover, part of the hair and the lower half of the body of the second 
serving figure; part of the lebes and all its stand; the third reclin-
ing figure, except for the elbow; the fourth reclining figure, except 
for the leg-mass; the top of the kline with the left cover overhang; 
and the second bowl on the second table. The third serving figure 
is particularly clear on this fragment. The hair falls in layers, but 
the lozenges gradually diminish in size as they approach the shoul-
der region contrary to the other figures’ hair. A large eye, a long, 
pointed prominent nose, pinched lips, and jutting chin form the fa-
cial features. This figure raises its arms upward in a smooth curve 
into the position of a double-flutist. The double-flutes were proba-
bly painted in like the strings of the lyre. Like the other servants, 
the body is long and tubular without interior definition. The five 
spread fingers of the lyrist’s right hand and the chest area with 
the right arm cutting across to the lyre with its trapezoidal sound-
box are especially distinct.

14. Inv. n. 67-169. (tav. XlXd). Tesoro, Trs. IN, 1. Pres. H., 0.206 m.; 
Pres. L., 0.20 m. Bibl.: Not. Scavi, 1969, p. 44 fig. 7 (only the lower fragment 
from Tesoro Tr. IN); AJA LXXV 1971 (both fragments), pl. 57, fig. 10. Photo.: 
Excav. Photo.

Broken across the top and on the left and right sides, this 
triangular-shaped fragment preserves the middle section of the 
frieze from the right end of the first table, with the dog’s snout 
just visible on the left and the leg-mass of the second reclining figu-
re, to the left half of the head and arms of the third serving figure 
and the left leg of the second kline. The piece shows the precise 
form of the klinai legs and the stem and base of the lebes stand.

(10) For the lebes and stand also compare Inv. n. 67-161 published in 
Archaeology XXI, 1968, p. 255.

4.
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The kline’s leg, rectangular in section, is connected to its foot by 
a narrow vertical member crossed by a small horizontal piece. 
The foot itself is trapezoidal in shape with a small knob at each of 
the top two corners. A slender shaft runs from the supports of the 
lebes down to a lozenge where the base begins. On either side of 
the shaft, in low relief and cutting into the body of the second 
serving figure, is a delicately curving spiral. The base of the stand 
is divided into two parts: the top section gently curves downward 
and outward to rest on the feet, which are divided into two parts. 
The « tear-drop » member in the center of the base is the top 
section of the third and rear foot of the stand. Notice how the left 
foot of the stand obscures the front foot of the second serving 
figure; the right foot of the stand does the same for the back 
foot of the third serving figure. Also clearly preserved are the 
head and chest area of the second serving figure and the right side 
of the lebes where it cuts into the third serving figure.

15. Inv. n. 70-215. (tav. XXc). Agger Tr. 9A. Pres. H., 0.174 m.; Pres. L., 
0.10 m. Photo.: Excav. Photo.

Broken across the top and on the left, the right end of the frieze remains 
including the fourth serving figure, the end of the second couch and the leg-
mass of the fourth reclining figure and part of the lyre. The head of the fourth 
servant is particularly notable for its large eye, pointed nose, pursed mouth, and 
pointed chin. The hair falls in five narrow bunches to the shoulder region. In the 
right hand, the figure carries a « goblet »-shaped vase with a small foot, bulbous 
body, low carinated rim, and two handles, one on either side, which rise up 
over the rim of the vase.

16. Inv. n. 66-125. (tav. XXa). Civitate A, Trs. 1, 2, 28. Pres. H. 0.20 m.; 
Pres. L., 0.207 m. Bibl.: AJA LXXI, 1967, pl. 41 fig. 37 (only the right hand 
fragment from Civitate A Tr. 2). Photo.: Excav. Photo.

Broken across the top and on the left and right sides, this 
fragment preserves the middle section of the frieze including: most 
of the second reclining figure, except the head; the top half of 
the second serving figure, except the head; the lebes and most 
of its stand, except for the supports; almost all of the third serving 
figure; the left half of the third reclining figure; and the left leg 
of the second kline. Good details are: the flower in the second 
reclining figure’s hand, the top half of the third serving figure and 
the third reclining figure. This piece shows the wide distribution 
possible for fragments belonging to just one frieze plaque, since 
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the individual pieces come from three separate and scattered dump 
areas to the west of the building complex on Piano del Tesoro.

•Λ *

Several general comments may be made about the frieze as a 
whole. After five seasons of excavation, counting only the top half 
of the first serving figure of the frieze, preserved in the greatest 
quantity of any individual item in the frieze, a maximum of fifty- 
four banquet plaques has survived for a reconstructed total length 
of 29.16 meters. Like the other types of friezes, banquet plaques 
have been found on the Tesoro complex and in the dumps in Civi-
tate. Exactly which building in the Tesoro complex they belonged 
to or where they were placed on that building is still uncertain, 
because of the wide distribution of fragments, e.g. 66-125 (Cat 
n. 17) (11). Nevertheless it is clear how they were attached. To 
secure the plaques in position, there were five nail holes in each 
plaque. Three were on the top, placed in the third strigli from 
either end and one in the center. There were two on the bottom, 
between the bowls, one to each table, but the location varies for 
the second table. On 68-361 (Cat. n. 6) it is between the third 
and fourth bowls, while on 68-350 (Cat. n. 7) it is between the 
second and third bowls. Thus the nail holes were not provided 
for in the mould itself, but must have been added while the plaques 
were still setting (12).

A preliminary study of the moulds was begun during the 
summer of 1970. Three methods were used to distinguish the 
different mould groups: deterioration in the actual moulds as 
evidenced by their impressions, variations in dimensions among 
the individual elements in the figured frieze, and varying curves and 
heights for the crowning mouldings. Certain kinds of mould dete-
rioration can be definitely isolated. The most common form consists 
of a slow wearing down of the sharp edges of the relief accompa-

(11) For speculations on the placement of the friezes on the buildings, see 
PC Cat., p. 50.

(12) The plaques would then have been removed from the mould and turned 
to their fronts to ensure proper placement of the holes. This explains why the 
holes on the front of the plaques are generally cleanly pierced, while sometimes 
they do not continue cleanly through to the back, where the clay has often slightly 
drawn together as it hardened.
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nied by an increasingly greater spreading of the clay into the former 
background area. For example, the legs of the klinai start as sharply 
and precisely delineated rectangular lengths, and later begin to 
splay out along the bottom edges, just above the foot; or the cover 
on the first kline increases in size from its previous orderly form 
and fuses with the second reclining figure. The other type of 
deterioration is the presence of flaws developed in the mould itself. 
For example, the area beneath the eleventh strigli from the left and 
its stud begins free from extraneous clay and ends, in some exam-
ples, with a clay fusion of the eleventh strigli to the tenth stud. 
The last sub-group is perhaps better documented in the procession 
frieze where an actual break in the mould is apparent in the rear 
section of the cart and the second attendant from the right (13).

Some discrepancies in measurement among the individual 
elements in the figured area, as well as differences in curves and 
dimensions of the cavettos, might in part be due to varying pres-
sure on the mould while the clay impression was still in it. On 
68-407 (Cat. n. 10), for example, a double-image or outline of the 
second serving figure’s face is clearly visible. On the whole, how-
ever, because an insufficient number of banquet plaques is preser-
ved, the banquet frieze type cannot be used as a foundation study 
in itself for the last two methods described above. Before leaving 
the discussion of moulds, one last comment may be made. In 1970 
a fragment of a terracotta mould for one of the lateral sima heads 
was found in a dump area just outside the Agger towards the west 
(14). The mould was made of the same local clay as all the other ar-
chitectural terracottas from Poggio Civitate. The moulds must, there-
fore, have also been made at Poggio Civitate. It is still too early 
to tell whether or not the original matrices for the moulds were 
made at Poggio Civitate, but the possibility certainly does exist 
and perhaps will be confirmed by future excavation.

The plaques were painted, but the traces are too scattered to 
ascertain exactly what color went where. It appears that they were 
first slipped white and then red was added to the raised relief 
areas (15). The strigils were painted in alternating red and white,

(13) As on Inv. n. 68-393 published in PC Cat., p. 59, pl. XXXIXb.
(14) AJA LXXV, 1971, pl. 57, figs. 32-33.
(15) Compare Inv. n. 67-161 (n. 10 supra) for scattered traces of white 

paint over the entire fragment.
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starting with white on the left edge. The guilloche and studs pro-
bably followed a pattern similar to that on the horserace frieze 
(16). The studs might be a plastic relief version of a geometric 
painted pattern. For example, the painted meander on an akro- 
terion from Caere, now in Copenhagen, gives the impression of 
studs (17). The Poggio Civitate border would then be the logical 
translation of the grey parts into plastic relief outlined by the 
white, which represents the spaces in between the studs, that is, 
not quite the checkerboard pattern on the Gorgon antefix from 
Satricum now in the Villa Giulia in Rome (18), but more like the 
antefix from Capua, now in the Nationalmuseum in Copenhagen 
(19) (tav. XXb). Like the painted « stud »area on the Copenhagen 
antefix, the studs might have also been further detailed (20).

Pottery from the site in addition to dating the complex itself 
provides an external means of defining the possible time of manu-
facture for the finds from the site, among them the architectural 
terracotta frieze plaques and in particular the banquet scene. From 
excavations in 1970 on the western flank of the Tesoro complex, 
an earlier stratum below the floor level of the major buildings 
has been uncovered. Pottery fragments date the destruction of this 
earlier stratum within the first half of the sixth century B. C., 
and thereby furnish a terminus ante quern for the major construc-
tion of the site (21). While pottery from the destruction layer in 
the Agger gives a terminus post quern of 525 B. C. for the later 
and major complex. In 1970 the best preserved fragment so

(16) The paint preservation on the terracotta frieze plaques from Poggio 
Civitate excavated so far is best on the horserace frieze, and will be treated in a 
future study of that frieze. Though the horserace frieze appears to have had a 
red background in contrast to the white one of the banquet frieze, it is probable 
that the crowning mouldings and guilloche borders were similarly painted for all 
four friezes.

(17) Gig l io l i, A. E., pl. CLXV fig. 3.
(18) Ibidem, pl. CLXXVII fig. 5.
(19) Inv. n. ABb 256. Photograph: Courtesy of Nationalmuseum, Department 

of Oriental and Classical Antiquities (M.-L. Buhl), Neg. n. T 289. Also published in 
Gig l io l i, A. E., pl. CLXXVII fig. 2.

(20) Like the guilloche pattern, this motif is possibly of Ionian/Near Eastern 
origin as a similar example from Miletos indicates. (Ä. ä k e r s t r ö m, Die Architek-
tonischen Terrakotten Kleinasiens, Skrifter Utgivna av Svenska, in Acta Sueciae 
4*,  XI, 1966, p. 103, pl. 54 fig. 1. Hereafter cited as ä k e r s t r ö m, Kleinasiens}.

(21) AJA LXXV, 1971.
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far of an « Ionic bowl » was excavated above the floor level, just 
below the tile layer, in the room in the southwestern corner of 
the complex, previously covered by the Agger (22). This cup frag-
ment has a carinated rim, slightly bulbous body and a fine loop 
handle. The fabric is buff-colored with a brownish-black glaze- 
banded decoration. It belongs to Villard and Vallet’s Type A2 of 
their classification of Ionic bowls, and this group is dated by them 
to the period around 600 B. C. (23). In addition to this bowl, 
fragments of several later Ionic bowls have been found in the 
destruction layer of the site (24). Other datable pottery includes an 
assortment of bucchero pieces which range in date from the late 
seventh century B. C., for example kyathos fragments (25) and a 
tripod or caryatid vase fragment (26), to the third quarter of the 
sixth century B. C., for example an applied head from a kyathos 
handle (27). There are also a shoulder fragment from a Corinthian 
oinochoe of the Early Corinthian period with an incised scale 
pattern (28) and an Etrusco-Corinthian alabastron body fragment 
with an incised wing as decoration dated to c. 550 B. C. (29). For 
the pottery excavated through the 1970 season, bucchero suggest 
the earliest and latest possible dates, with the imported pottery 
falling into the middle of the time span. Thus the pottery evidence 
establishes a probable period of seventy-five years for the produc-
tion of the banquet frieze. Through a stylistic analysis it should be 
possible to define more precisely the date for the banquet scene 
within these broad limits of 600-525 B. C.

(22) Inv. n. 70-126. AJA LXXV, 1971, pl. 58, figs. 1-3.
(23) F. Vil l a r d  and G. Va l l e t , Megara Hyblaea-V-Lampes du VIIe siècle 

et chronologie des coupes ioniennes, in M.él. LXVII, 1955, p. 19 fig. 3. Compare 
also the Corinthian cup from Tocra, Inv. n. 1322, dated to the second quarter 
of the sixth century B. C. and corresponding to Hayes’ Attic cups Type II (« Komast 
shape »). (J. Bo a r d ma n and J. Ha y e s , Excavations at Tocra 1963-1965 - The 
Archaic Deposit I, ABSA Supplementary IV, 1966, pp. 117, 118, 129, and 128 
fig· 61).

(24) Μ. Cr is t o f a n i and K. M. Ph il l ips , Jr ., Poggio Civitate: Etruscan 
Letters and Chronological Observations, in this volume, Cat. nos. 9-13. These are 
Villard and Vallet’s Type B2.

(25) Ibidem, Cat. nos. 1-3.
(26) Ibidem, Cat. n. 4.
(27) Ibidem, Cat. n. 15. Compare also Cat. nos. 16-21.
(28) Ibidem, Cat. n. 6.
(29) Ibidem, Cat. n. 8.
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Architectural terracotta frieze plaques with banquet scenes 
form a special group: they represent the only extant type of archi-
tectural terracotta frieze design with examples found on as many 
as eight sites. Consequently, though survival is not equally good 
among all of them, a relative stylistic development may be establi-
shed within the type and, more important, a preliminary study can 
be made of the way in which architectural terracottas spread 
within Etruria. Analyzing the banquet friezes as a group, while 
slightly narrowing the time limits available for the manufacture 
of the Poggio Civitate banquet, our prime problem, does not 
provide a reliable relative date, because the majority of friezes, 
except for those recently excavated, have come from ambiguous 
archaeological contexts. It is therefore necessary to find stylistic 
comparisons with securely established dates to combine with the 
information drawn from the frieze analysis and the external evi-
dence from Poggio Civitate itself.

The Poggio Civitate banquet frieze has already been described 
in detail in the catalogue above, but a summary of the salient 
stylistic characteristic will offer a firmer basis for the styli-
stic discussion to follow. Most important is the distinct setting 
off of individual parts from each other by precise tooling. Note, for 
example, the left hand of the fourth serving figure where the 
thumb, the hand, the handle of the oinochoe and the garment 
appearing through the handle are all indicated (Inv. n. 68-350, 
Cat. n. 7), or the distinctions clearly made between parts of the 
body such as on the second reclining figure (Inv. n. 68-447, Cat. 
n. 4) and the fourth reclining figure (Inv. n. 68-448, Cat. n. 5). 
Next is the technique of rendering overlapping areas by cutting 
the nearer object into the raised relief area of the farther object in 
order to maintain the same level of relief for both. For instance, 
the left arm of the second serving figure is outlined against the 
leg-mass of the second reclining figure (Inv. n. 67-174, Cat. n. 11). 
Lastly, the figures are divided into undetailed geometric masses, 
for example the triangular shape for the garment-covered legs of 
the reclining figures and the tubular bodies of the standing figures. 
There is little idea of interior definition of structure.

In order to establish the stylistic sequence of development, 
the better preserved and documented banquet friezes will be con-
sidered first and then those whose survival is more fragmentary. 
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Acqua Rossa, near Viterbo, has been excavated since 1966 by the 
Swedish Institute at Rome under the direction of Carl Eric 
Ostenberg, and has produced a banquet frieze which has sur-
vived in considerable numbers (30) (tav. XXIa). The general arran-
gement of the Acqua Rossa banquet scene follows that of the 
Poggio Civitate banquet. The frieze area is topped by a strigli 
moulding; the studs and lower guilloche border, however, are 
lacking. Two klinai are represented with two tables and two dogs 
below, and a serving figure closes off each end of the plaque. 
Except for this basic scheme, the two friezes differ in style and 
detail. With regard to the latter the following variations may be 
noted: three figures recline to the left on each kline·, the first and 
second figures hold pieces of food in their left hands; the end 
figures hold a knife in their left hands and a cup raised in their 
right hands; the flutist is male by his garments and stands on the 
left; a male lyre-player stands between the two klinai·, the third 
serving figure, on the right, lifts a wine jug from the lebes, which 
rests on a tubular stand; and the tables have an overhanging leaf 
on the left. The klinai are of a different type. The legs were turned 
on a lathe. These differences, however, are primarily variations in 
and elaborations of details, and though important for typological 
development, are not crucial to the present stylistic analysis. 
They will be considered later.

Because the Acqua Rossa frieze is worked in a completely 
different manner from the Poggio Civitate plaques, it is difficult 
to compare the two stylistically. Certain points, nonetheless, seem 
to indicate a later date for the Acqua Rossa frieze. The forms are 
more rounded, especially the legs and feet. The heads, particularly 
those of the serving figures, no longer dominate the bodies and 
consist only of a simplified rendering emphasizing the nose, but 
are depicted as intelligible faces with the features properly related 
to each other. Individual parts of the body, such as the feet of the 
end reclining fiures, have emerged from the mass. Anatomical details

(30) C. E. Os t e n b e r g , Teknik och Humanister, in Tryckluft III, 1968, p. 21. 
I wish to express special thanks to Professor Ostenberg who gave me an opportunity 
to see the frieze and has allowed me to publish this photograph and to consider 
the relationship between the Acqua Rossa and Poggio Civitate banquets. He has 
kindly read a final draft of the article and has offered valuable criticisms and 
suggestions.
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are shown, such as the knees of the lyre-player. Specific actions 
are better understood: the hunching over of the dogs eating 
scraps and the puffed cheek of the flutist. Clarifying details, such 
as the distinction between chiton and himation on the reclining 
figures, which were perhaps painted on the Poggio Civitate frieze, 
are now attempted in relief.

A frieze fragment from Caere appears to be very close to the 
Acqua Rossa frieze, if not from the same matrix (31) {tav. XXIIa). 
It shows the end figure of the second kline holding a cup and 
knife. Below the kline may be seen the left end of the table and 
the haunches of the dog. The fragments from Tarquinia are 
similar in style and probably belong to the same workshop (32). 
Both treat in a like manner the hand outstretched in greeting, the 
left arm resting on a flat cushion, the table with low elongated 
dishes, and the legs wrapped by both mantle and chiton, depicted 
in two levels of relief and arranged to expose the foot. Slight 
differences are apparent in the slightly taller, more slender Tar- 
quinian serving figure and the less realistic dog with its stick-
like legs.

From the southern Etruscan sphere of Rome (33), {tav. XXITc)

(31) Now in the Louvre, Paris, Inv. n. S 1077. Photograph: Courtesy of 
museum (M. F. Briguet). From Caere on the authority of Pellegrini SMAN I, p. 97 
No. 9 fig. 6. d e Ma r in is , La Tipologia del banchetto, Studia Atchaeologica I, 
1961, p. 11 Cat. n. 12 (with bibliography). This is the basic study of archaic 
Etruscan banquets. Objects discussed there will be referred to by page and catalogue 
number as in this footnote.

(32) Now in the Museo Nazionale, Tarquinia Nos. 2677, 2682, and 2695 
(magazzino). Photograph: Not. Scavi, 1948, p. 234, η. 9-10, fig. 25b and p. 236, 
n. 42, fig. 25a. respectively, d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 12 Cat. n. 13-15. Fragment 
No. 2677 preserves the left end of the kline, table and all of the dog. The end 
reclining figure is broken off at the shoulder region and the foot. Fragment No. 2682 
preserves the head and part of the raised right arm of a male figure with a long 
beard. The hair, beard, and eyes are painted brown. The right third remains of 
fragment No. 2695 including all of the first serving figure, most of the end reclining 
figure, except for the head and right portion of his body, the left half of the 
kline, table and dog.

(33) From the Palatine, now in the Museo delle Terme (Antiquarium'), 
Rome, Inv. η. 4349. Photograph: Courtesy of Soprintendenza alle Antichità di Roma 
(G. Carettoni). An d r e n , op. cit. (n. 2 supra), pi. 104 fig. 370. De Ma r in is , op cit., 
p. 11 Cat. n. 10.
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Veil (34), (tav. XXIIb) and Velletri (35){tav. XXIb) comes another 
group of plaques and fragments which belong to one matrix (36). 
The examples from Velletri are the best preserved, and will be 
the focus of the discussion. Again a strigli border runs across 
the top of the frieze. Like the Poggio Civitate version, a second 
decorative band surmounts the frieze area. Instead of studs, there 
is a convex moulded area with a painted scallop pattern. A raised 
ridge forms the ground line as an the Acqua Rossa type. The 
basic scene remains the same: two klinai with two reclining 
figures each; a table and dog below each kline·, a serving figure at 
each end of the plaque; and a double-flutist in the center. Certain 
variations, however, are evident: the klinai are oriented from right 
to left, and are more elaborate with a volute capital at the head 
of each kline, similar to but not identical with the Acqua Rossa 
type with its two circles; the cover has tassels; there are no dishes 
on the tables; a bird is below each table in addition to the dogs 
which face in the same direction; there is no lebes and stand; 
and a diminuitive figure holding a fillet is squeezed into the area 
between the fluteplayer and the third reclining figure. These modi-
fications in details will be treated later.

The figures are stylistically more advanced than the Poggio 
Civitate type. Notice the first serving figure with his two legs 
correctly portrayed and his feet, which are no longer simple 
ridges without form. The third reclining figure’s leg has not only 
broken out of the triangular mass to expose the foot as on the

(34) Photograph: Not. Scavi, 1953, p. 58, 57 fig. 32m and o.; De Ma r in is , 
op cit., p. 11 Cat. n. 11. Fragment m preserves the lower right edge with the 
legs of the right end serving figure, the right kline leg up to the tassels on the 
cover, and the right leg of the table. Fragment o preserves a small part of the 
two figures reclining on the right kline.

(35) Now in the Museo Nazionale, Naples and the Museo Civico, Velletri. 
Photograph of the Naples plaque: Courtesy of Soprintendenza alle Antichità delle 
Campanie-Napoli (A. dei Franciscis), Neg. n. A/1963-1938. An d r e n , op. cit. (n. 2 
supra), p. 411, pi. 128 figs. 447-448. d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 11 Cat. n. 9. 
Ä. Äk e r s t r ö m, Untersuchungen über die figürlichen Terrakottafriese aus Etrurien 
und Eatium, in Op. Rom. I, 1954, pp. 204, 194 fig. 3, etc. (Hereafter cited as 
ä k e r s t r ö m, Opuscula Romana) The fragment in the Museo Civico, Velletri 
preserves the upper left portion of the plaque including most of the serving figure, 
the end reclining figure and part of the right hand face of the next reclining figure. 
Below a small part of the rearquarters of the dog and a bit the table leg remain.

(36) d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 81.
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Acqua Rossa frieze, but the leg itself can clearly be seen through 
the drapery. The flutist’s cheek is puffed-out from blowing on his 
pipes. His arms, unlike his Poggio Civitate counterpart and to a 
lesser extent the Acqua Rossa flutist, are fully intelligible because 
of the slightly raised relief and the depiction of his garment’s 
rolled-up sleeves (37). Furthermore the sex of each figure is no 
longer in question. The serving figure on the left is obviously 
male. The two figures at the ends of the klinai are female: the 
third reclining figure has breasts; both figures wear garments dif-
ferent from the men, that is, the fourth reclining figure’s himation 
falls over his right shoulder; and both end reclining figures wear 
a tutulus, an Ionic type of hat, which is nearly always worn by 
women (38). These distinctions make the Velletri group either 
contemporary with or more probably slightly later than the Acqua 
Rossa frieze.

To this group, perhaps, may be added several recently exca-
vated fragments from Roselle (39 ) ( tav. XXIId). One of the pieces 
shows the head of the kline with a capital similar to that on the 
Velletri plaques. A figure whose drapery is white appears to be 
reclining to the left. The tips of two surviving strands of hair can 
be seen near the top of the piece and belong to the figure in white. 
In general the preservation of paint is very good for all the frag-
ments. Compared to the Poggio Civitate and Acqua Rossa plaques, 
the scale is much larger. Another plaque, also from Caere, has 
unfortunately been lost and survives only in an ambiguous cata-
logue description (40). There were four reclining youths, one of 
whom held a cup and another a lyre.

The discovery of similar plaques on three sites within the

(37) According to de Marinis (op. cit., pp. 83 and 61 respectively) this figure 
is male, because his Ionian-influenced garment is worn only by men, and Etruscan 
women do not usually play the double-flutes.

(38) Ibidem, p. 79, 83. Its use was also extended to Hermes as an identifying 
attribute, especially in Etruscan art, for example the terracotta head of Herms 
from Veii. (A. Bo ë t h iu s et al., Etruscan Culture Land and People, 1962, pl. 37).

(39) Photograph: Courtesy of Soprintendenza alle Antichità - Firenze (G. 
Maetzke), Neg. n. 23058. St. Etr. XXXI, 1963, pl. XI. I would like to thank 
Dottoressa Cannochi for kindly letting me see the unpublished fragments from 
Roselle.

(40) d e  Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 12 Cat. n. 16 and p. 81. W. Fr ö h n e r , Collection 
van Branteghem - Catalogue des monuments antiques vases peints, terres cuites, 
Hôtel Drouot, Sale, 1892, Section II, No. 311. 
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past ten years underlines the tentative nature of any conclusion 
based on the presently preserved number of banquet types, but 
certain spheres of artistic influence can be preliminarily indicated. 
The most secure is the southernmost group from Latium including 
Rome, Veii and Velletri who all share the same original matrix. 
In fact, this identity of banquet types lends support to the literary 
statement that Rome called in artists from Veii to work on the 
Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus in the sixth century B. C., the same 
period as these architectural terracottas (41). Since the Etruscan 
cities tended to establish spheres of interest among themselves, 
it is pleasing to have this characteristic further substantiated 
archaeologically by the inclusion of Velletri in the Veii-Rome group 
(42). Likewise, it appears that Acqua Rossa, Tarquinia and Caere 
also, at one time, were under the same artistic school in southern 
Tuscany. Roselle’s banquet pieces are too fragmentary to place with 
any degree of certainty. The banquet terracottas from Poggio Ci-
vitate exist almost in a vacuum in the middle of Etruria and 
represent the only surviving example of its type. Furthermore, the 
other preserved banquet friezes are all stylistically later than that 
from Poggio Civitate. Thus, though not helpful for distinguishing 
the Poggio Civitate artistic circle, they do provide a terminus post 
quem for the Poggio Civitate frieze. These other banquets are 
dated from the mid-sixth century (43) to the last quarter of the 
sixth century B. C. (44). The Poggio Civitate frieze must have 
been made then sometime before 540/525 B. C.

Two fragmentary painted terracotta plaques from Caere, now 
in the Villa Giulia Museum in Rome, support the upper dating li-
mit for the terminus post quem (45) {tav. XXIIIa). On one painted

(41) Pl in ., N. H. XXXV, xlv, 157. Compare also An d r e n , op. cit., pp. 
LXXII, CL.

(42) Consider d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 81; An d r e n , op. cit., p. CL. Compare 
Ba n t i, Mondo Etr., p. 28, who carefully distinguishes between artistic and political 
spheres.

(43) An d r e n , op. cit., p. 409.
(44) De Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 81. ä k e r s t r ö m, Opuscula Romana, pp. 228-229, 

and more recently in Kleinasiens (n. 20 supra), p. 274. In the latter Äkerström 
places friezes from Tuscania, Poggio Buco, Velletri, Veii, and Palestrina in his 
second late-subarchaic period which runs from c. 525/500-425 B. C. See discussion 
below.

(45) Photograph: F. Ro n c a l l i, Le lastre dipinte da Cemeteri, Studi e Mate- 
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plaque (number 46), two figures again recline on a kline of the 
Ionian type with a table and crouching dog below. A flutist faces 
left with a monkey sitting at his feet at the right edge of the 
plaque. On the left is a low stand of the type often used at Chiusi 
instead of the higher Acqua Rossa form (46). The other plaque is 
more difficult to understand. According to Roncalli five figures 
move to the right carrying bucchero oinochoai (47). A woman 
facing front sits on a kline·, further to the right and facing left 
stands another female figure dressed in a long white peplos. Below 
the kline is a table. The male figures have long hair and wear 
short, close-fitting garments. These plaques seem to be earlier than 
the Acqua Rossa and Velletri groups, because of a simplification 
of forms similar to that on the Poggio Civitate frieze, that is, the 
emphasis on the main features only and the lack of anatomical 
details. Compared to the Poggio Civitate figures, the Caere exam-
ples have slightly fuller bodies, especially the legs and feet, and 
the flutist even has a pinched-in waist. The Poggio Civitate and 
Caere banquets are then probably close in time, with the former 
perhaps slightly earlier. Roncalli (48) dates the Caere plaques to 
c. 560 B. C. in contrast to Moretti (49) and de Marinis (50) who 
prefer a mid-sixth century B. C. date. In any event, the similarity 
with the Poggio Civitate frieze leads to the conclusion that the Pog-
gio Civitate banquet must have been designed by 550 B. C. at the 
latest. At this point, the scope of comparative material under 
consideration must be broadened beyond Etruscan banquet friezes 
to determine the terminus ante quem.

Probably the most distinctive stylistic trait, outside of the 
geometric-like form of the bodies, an early archaic characteristic, 
is the method of depicting overlapping objects. Instead of raising 
the level of relief, the object cuts into the existing relief surface 
of the thing it is supposed to cross. For example the left forearm 
of the second serving figure cuts into the triangular mass of the

riali dell’istituto di Etniscologia e antichità italiche deU’Università di Roma, IV,
1965, pp. 44-46, Cat. n. 46-47, pls. XXV-XXVII. d e  Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 10, Cat. n. 8.

(46) De Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 65.
(47) Ro n c a l l i, op. cit., p. 45.
(48) Ìbidem, p. 67.
(49) Μ. Mo r e t t i, Lastre dipinte inedite da Caere, in AC IX, 1957, 

pp. 24-25.
(50) d e Ma r in is , op. cit., pp. 80 and 115.
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second reclining figure’s legs in a manner similar to the way the 
lebes and its stand cut into the servant’s own body. The height 
of the relief is thereby maintained at a consistent level throughout. 
Overlap is indicated by carving out the surrounding area to pro-
duce a channelled outline of the projecting object, rather than by 
increasing the height of the relief by the thickness of the over-
lapping object. This is an early archaic method which probably 
derives from metal reliefs or repoussé. It was much more difficult 
to create several different heights of relief in metal where an 
artisan had to hammer out the bulges rather than cut away the 
surface, as in stonework, or add more substance, as in clay model-
ling. As an early Etruscan bronze band, now in the National-
museum in Copenhagen (51), from the last quarter of the seventh 
century B. C. shows, the result is the same sort of channelling or 
outlining of the overlapping objects {tav. XXIIb). Compare the tail 
of the lion with the Poggio Civitate serving figure just described. 
This technique is not restricted to this one figure on the banquet 
frieze, but is employed throughout. The horserace frieze from 
Poggio Civitate focuses neatly on the problem (52): there one 
may see both raised overlapping, for example the riders’ legs 
over the horses’ bodies, and outlining, for example the first two 
horses’ tails cutting across the forequarters of the horses approa-
ching from behind. The Velletri and Acqua Rossa types do not 
exhibit this metallic solution to overlapping objects. The type 
of channelling indicates then that the original for the matrix 
could have been of metal. This might be further substantiated by 
the precision of certain details, such as the sharp edge separating 
the neck from the body of the first reclining figure (52 bis). The le-
bes stand provides an interesting addendum to the metal-working 
aspect. It represents a metal prototype. Notice the thin supports

(51) Nationalmuseum Inv. n. ABa 634. Photograph: Courtesy of museum, 
Department of Oriental and Classical Antiquities (M.-L. Buhl), Neg. η. M 604. 
Published by H. S. Ro b e r t s , Some Bronze Plaques with Repoussé Decoration in 
the Danish National Museum, in Acta A. XXXIV, 1963, p. 136 and p. 142 fig. 5.

(52) For example, AJA LXXII, 1968, pl. 51 fig. 13, St. Etr. XXXVIII, 1970, 
p. 17, fig. 3, and pl. I, Inv. n. 67-95; AJA LXXIII, 1969, pl. 81 fig. 11, Inv. n. 
68-87; and PC Cat. (n. 3 supra), pl. XXXV, Inv. n. 68-121.

(52bis) Note that I draw a distinction befween the matrix and its offshoot 
moulds which were probably of terracotta (see n. 22 supra). Both Carl Eric Osten-
berg and Evelyn Harrison believe that the matrix was of terracotta. 
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for the lebes, the feet, and the two decorative spirals. A more 
easily rendered and sturdier type of stand with a solid, tubular 
body was generally preferred as on the Acqua Rossa frieze (53).

Finally, one curious element reinforces this early upper limit 
for the Poggio Civitate banquet. The klinai are oriented from left 
to right. That is, the head of the kline is on the left. All other 
extant representations of klinai, which I have seen, be it in Etru-
ria, mainland Greece, or Ionia, are arranged with the head on

(53) This form derives from a metal stand, possibly of oriental origin, some-
times copied in pottery. The earliest extant examples come from the Protocorinthian 
period. (Μ. Ro b e r t s o n , Excavations in Ithaca V, in ABSA XLIII, 1948, pp. 46-49 
and H. Pa y n e , Necrocorinthia, 1931, p. 276 fig. 119, British Museum A 741). 
For the metal type, compare the Urartian bronze cauldron with stand from the 
Barberini Tomb, Palestrina, now in the Villa Giulia Museum, Rome. (Pa l l o t t in o , 
Etr., pl. IV bottom and F. Po u l s e n , Der Orient und die früh griechische Kunst, 
1912, pp. 128-129 figs. 141-142.) It should be noted that this form of a lebes 
on a tubular stand does not appear in Greek Asia Minor until the Paros death-
feast relief, dated to c. 500 B. C., though it is known on the mainland since the 
seventh century B. C. (R. Th ö n g e s -St r in g a r is , Das griechische Totenmahl, in Ath. 
Mitt. LXXX, 1965, pp. 3 and 12, Beilage 3.) For further discussion of this type 
see H.-V. He r r ma n n , Die Kessel der Orientalisierenden Zeit, Erster Teil, Olympi-
sche Forschungen VI, 1966, pp. 161 ff. The other popular type takes the form 
of a tripod-lebes. (S. Be n t o n , The Evolution of the Tripod Lebes, in ABSA XXXV, 
1934-1935, pp. 74-130.) Both types seem to be combined in depictions of lebes 
with stands on Etruscan bronze situlae, for example on situlae in Providence, 
Rhode Island, from Watsch (Vace), and from Sanzeno. (W. Lu c k e and O.-H. 
Fr e y , Die Situla in Providence, Rhode Island, 1962, pl. 2 and 8 middle, 49 upper 
left, and 67 respectively.) These show a lebes joined to a stand with three round 
protrusions down the length of the stem, resembling the tubular type of stand; 
the stem, however, pictorally divides in two to form the base, though a tripartite 
base is probably meant. In addition to this central portion, there are two side 
supports represented, though three are again probably meant. {Ibidem, p. 25.) The 
Poggio Civitate stand would then consist of only the central portion with the 
following modifications: the addition of a spiral instead of the second protrusion 
on a slenderer shaft ending in a more elaborate base and with four supports to 
hold the lebes. Compare the lebes stand-trophy on the Providence situla which 
lacks the tripod legs. (Ibidem, pl. 7 bottom.) It rests on a four-legged u-shaped 
stand. The situla is dated to before the third quarter of the sixth century B. C. 
(Ibidem, p. 46.). The bases of Etruscan candelabra and thymiateria which are 
divided into three animal feet seem most similar to the Poggio Civitate stand, 
for example two candelabra, one in Munich and the other in Copenhagen. (Gi- 
GLiOLi, A. E. (n. 17 supra), pl. CCXII.) For a discussion on the development of 
thymiateria see K. Wig a n d , Thymiateria, in Bonner Jahrbücher CXXII, 1912, 
pp. 1-97, and especially pl. II Nos. 69-71.
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the right except for the Poggio Civitate banquet, an impasto stamp 
(54), and a Pontic amphora in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 
New York (55). In the last case the arrangement might have been 
intentional and dependent on the scene itself (56). The pottery 
stamp and the banquet frieze, however, result from an error in 
planning. Presumably the artisan forgot to reverse his image in 
the mould in order to produce a « print » which would « read » 
correctly from left to right. This type of mistake is not common 
and probably occurred during a period of unfamiliarity with the 
problems of moulds and impressions. The misunderstandings in 
the depiction of the profiles of the first reclining figure, the haun-
ches of the first dog, and the left legs of the two tables are 
similarly explained.

The possible time of execution can be narrowed by a consi-
deration of the hairstyle, which, like clothes, is susceptible to rapid 
change. The Poggio Civitate banquet shows two fashions: the 
lozenge or layered type on all the figures, except for the fourth 
reclining figure who wears long smooth hair down to the shoulder 
region. The former is probably best known in Etruscan art on the 
Aule Tite stele from Volterra (57). It may also be seen on a 
stamp impression of a profile head (58). This piece is dated va-
riously from 570-500 B. C. (59), but the earlier range appears 
to have more validity as a comparison with Corinthian pottery 
shows. It should be noted that the layered hairstyle was very 
popular in the seventh century B. C., but fell into some disfavor 
towards the turn of the century (60). Here the concern is with the

(54) Three examples survive from the same mould: one in London (British 
Museum H 183) and two in the Villa Giulia Museum, Rome (formerly in the 
Castellani collection). CVA, British Museum VII, p. 11, pl. 11 and P. Min g a z z in i, 
Vasi della collezione Castellani, 1930, p. 84 Cat. η. 263, pl. X fig. 4 and p. 85 
Cat. n. 264. d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 31 Cat. n. 94-96.

(55) N. Y. 55.7, Rogers Funds, 1955. d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 9 Cat. η. 1 
and pl. Illa.

(56) E. Simo n , Streit der Göttinnen auf der Hochzeit des Peleus, in R. 
Ha mpe and E. Simo n , Griechische Sagen in der frühen etruskischen Kunst, 1964, 
pp. 35-40, pis. 12-15.

(57) Gig l io l i, A. E. (n. 17 supra), pl. LXIX fig. 2, and Bo e t h iu s , op cit. 
(n. 38 supra), fig. 359.

(58) Min g a z z in i, op. cit. (n. 54 supra), pl. IX fig. 9.
(59) Ibidem, p. 80.
(60) That is, seventh century Dedalic sculpture often has this hairstyle,
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second phase or revival of its popularity in the sixth century B. C. 
For example, consider two Corinthian pyxides with female heads 
as handles, one in Berlin (61) and the other in the British Mu-
seum (62) {tav. XXIlie). Both have the same layered hairstyle rea-
ching to their shoulders. Payne puts them in the Middle Corinthian 
period from 600-570 B. C., and states that the style remained in 
vogue through the third quarter of the sixth century B. C. (63). 
Since the lower range is too late for the frieze, it is necessary to 
consider dated objects with other similarities to the Poggio Civi-
tate frieze. The Tenea Kouros fulfills these requirements (64) 
{tav. XXIIId). It has not only the same hairstyle, but a remarkably 
similar profile to that of the second reclining figure. Both share 
the same emphasis on a long, sharply pointed nose, slightly recessed 
mouth, and rounded, jutting chin. The kouros is dated in the 
middle period of the hairstyle’s popularity between 570 and 550 
B. C. (65). This factor in combination with the metallic, precisely 
tooled style, and the geometric forms of the figures leads to a 
terminus ante quem of about 570 B. C. Thus, if the stylistic 
datings are coordinated, the matrix for the banquet frieze must 
have been made sometime between 570 and 550 B. C. at the 
latest.

This general period of manufacture is strengthened by the 
dating of the right end vase on the second table. It is a cup 
with a low, conical base, two loop handles, and a carinated rim. 
The second reclining figure holds a similar cup. It corresponds in 
shape to the Ionic bowls excavated on the Poggio Civitate site and 
discussed above. Like them, this vase also belongs among Type B2

but kouroi around the turn of the century either separate the hair into strands 
like the Kleobis and Biton, or into a grid pattern, like the New York Kouros 
or the Rampin head. Compare R. J. H. Je n k in s , Dedalica, 1936, passim and 
pls. II-XI.

(61) Berlin 4507. Pa y n e , op. cit. (n. 53 supra), pl. 48 figs. 1-4 (No. 882).
(62) British Museum 73.10.12.1. Photograph: Courtesy Trustees of the British 

Museum (D. E. L. Haynes), Neg. η. B29. Pa y n e , op. cit., pl. 48 fig. 12 (No. 887).
(63) Ibidem, p. 306.
(64) Glyptothek, Munich, Inv. n. 168. Photograph: Courtesy of museum 

(D. Ahrens). R. Lu l l ie s  and Μ. Hir me r , Greek Sculpture, 1960, pls. 36-38, and 
G. Μ. A. Ric h t e r , Kouroi, 1960, figs. 245-250 (No. 73).

(65) Ric h t e r  (Kouroi, p. 75) dates the kouros to the second quarter of 
the sixth century B. C. probably in the earlier range of this period.

5. 
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of Villard’s and Vallet’s classification of Ionic bowls dated from 
580-540 B. C. (66). Furthermore, two recent independent studies 
of other material from the site add support to a date in the second 
quarter of the sixth century B. C. The first is an examination of 
the letter forms by Mauro Cristofani who places them in the 
first half of the century (67), and the other treats the crowning 
mouldings of the frieze plaques and simas. Lucy Shoe Meritt in 
her article (68) dates cavetto mouldings with convex strigils, as 
on thé Poggio Civitate friezes and the so-called Minotaur reliefs 
from Rome (69), to the second quarter of the sixth century B. C. 
Those cavetto mouldings with concave strigils, such as on the 
Velletri and Acqua Rossa banquet friezes, appear later about 525 
B. C. Consequently, the stylistic and external evidence from the 
site both correlate with and reinforce each other to give a date 
between 575 and 550 B. C. for the original matrix of the Poggio 
Civitate banquet frieze. It should be noted that the dates used 
here are based on the currently accepted dates. Even if the absolute 
chronology does change, the relative chronology should nonetheless 
remain valid.

Although dating the banquet frieze from Poggio Civitate 
focuses on only one facet of that frieze’s archaeological interpre-
tation, it does provide a firm basis for further discussion. Since 
certain stylistic and typological traits on the Poggio Civitate frieze 
are not entirely local, but result from a fusion of foreign elements 
with the native Etruscan ones, a study of the Poggio Civitate 
banquet raises fundamental questions about the relationships be-
tween Greek, both Ionian and mainland, and Etruscan art forms. 
In considering these problems the typological context of the Pog-
gio Civitate banquet will be better understood.

Even from the outset difficulties arise. Before pure Greek 
types can be considered, related Etruscan banquets, some of which 
were introduced in the stylistic section, will have to be studied so 
that the foreign elements can be successfully isolated. Yet since the

(66) See footnote 24 supra.
(67) Cr is t o f a n i and Ph il l ips , op. cit. (n. 24 supra).
(68) Lucy Shoe Meritt, « Architectural Mouldings from Murlo, » in St. Etr., 

XXXVIII, 1970, pp. 18-20.
(69) Bo e t h iu s , op. cit. (n. 38 supra), fig. 109. Stylistically this frieze may 

be slightly earlier than the Poggio Civitate banquet frieze, but notice the similarity 
in technique in the way the left arm of the minotaur crosses his body.
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Poggio Civitate banquet is tentatively dated within the second 
quarter of the sixth century B. C., it becomes one of the first 
Etruscan examples of its type (70). As a result Etruscan typological 
comparisons will consist of extrapolations backwards in time from 
later banquets in order to explain the earlier Poggio Civitate 
banquet. Then, once the Etruscan forms have been established, the 
scope may be expanded to include Greek banquets. In other words 
foreign banquets will be examined to see whether or not the 
already well-defined elements of the Poggio Civitate banquet exist 
in them rather than examining the Poggio Civitate banquet for 
foreign characteristics. Thus the Poggio Civitate banquet will be 
treated as an autonomous Etruscan product which borrows and 
incorporates specific foreign elements.

It should be noted that most banquet examples from Tar-
quinia are considerably later than the Poggio Civitate banquet 
and not overly helpful. The earlier examples at Tarquinia tend to 
follow a type which does not depict the kline. Instead the banque-
ters recline directly on the ground line with the klinai implied as 
in the Tomb of the Lionesses (71). The rest of the scene, by 
necessity, takes on a different form, as in the Tomb of Hunting 
and Fishing (72) (tav. XXIc). This form might have developed, in 
part, as a result of the spatial requirements of a triangular pedi- 
mental area or of a long, narrow sarcophagus band. The arrange-
ment, though also very popular at Chiusi, has no direct bearing on 
the Poggio Civitate frieze.

Certain differences in basic elements, such as the presence of 
birds in addition to dogs beneath the tables were apparent on the 
Velletri plaques. Similar variations can be found on Chiusine urns. 
For example on a cippus in Florence there is an analogous scheme 
of two klinai with two reclining figures each, tables with bowls 
below the klinai, and in turn a bird below one table and a dog

(70) In fact, it had previously been thought that the banquet did not appear 
in Etruria until the second half of the sixth century B. C. (d e Ma r in is , op. cit. 
[n. 31 supra], p. 114).

(71) Μ. Pa l l o t t in o , Etruscan Painting, 1952, p. 48. This is one of the 
earliest tombs with a banquet scene and is dated to c. 530-520 B. C. by de Marinis 
(op. cit., p. 116 and see p. 15 Cat. n. 35 for a complete bibliography).

(72) Pa l l o t t in o , Etr., pl. LXXII and Bo e t h iu s , op. cit., fig. 95. d e Ma r in is , 
op. cit., p, 16 Cat. n. 36 with bibliography. Pa l l o t t in o (Etruscan Painting, 
p. 49) dates the tomb to 520-510 B. C.
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under the other (73) (tav. XXIVa). Again the flutist stands in the 
central position. A nude male serving figure, on the left, completes 
the scene. Instead of the lebes on a high stand, however, most 
Chiusine representations of banquets prefer a lebes on a low 
stand (74). The position of the end figure on each kline with the 
left leg tucked under the bent right leg is also typical of Chiusine 
banquet scenes. All banquet examples include figures with hands 
raised in greeting, and the convention of varying the direction of 
the heads to bring the individual parts into closer unity. Other 
elements on the Chiusine urn, however, are different. The garlands, 
the small fernlike bush, and the double-folded cushion are more 
familiar from tomb paintings, as in the much later Tomb of the 
Leopards (75). The more rounded forms, the definition of the 
limbs, and the short hairstyle make this urn later than the Poggio 
Civitate plaques.

Representations of reclining lyre players are also found on 
Chiusine urns. A sarcophagus, now in the Louvre in Paris, though 
later than the Poggio Civitate frieze, shows this motif clearly (76) 
(tav. XXIVb). At the end of the kline a man plays a lyre with his 
left hand. On another urn in Chiusi the right end figure reclines 
with a lyre tucked under his left arm(77) (tav. XXIVc). The motif 
becomes especially popular on Attic vases from the black-figured 
period on. An amphora found in Italy, now in the Louvre, shows 
a typical banquet (78). A female flutist stands between two klinai,

(15) Florence Inv. 5501, from Chiusi. Gig l io l i, A. E. (n. 17 supra), pl. 
CXXXVI top. d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 22 Cat. n. 55 with bibliography. Photo-
graph: Courtesy of Soprintendenza alle Antichità - Firenze (G. Maetzke), Neg. 
n. 9620.

(74) d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 65.
(75) Pa l l o t t in o  (Etruscan Painting, p. 67 with illustration) dates the tomb 

to 480-470 B. C. d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 18 Cat. n. 43 with bibliography.
(76) d e Ma r in is , op. cit., pl. Xa and p. 26 Cat. n. 78 and Gig l io l i, A. E 

(n. 17 supra), pl. CXXXVII fig. 2. Photograph: Courtesy of Museum (M. F. Bri- 
guet). H. F. Briguet, in a personal communique, believes that this sarcophagus 
is a fake.

(77) Chiusi No. 2275. E. Pa r ib e n i, I rilievi chiusini arcaici - I, in St. Etr. 
XII, 1938, No. 186, pl. XXXII fig. 4 and d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 25 Cat. n. 72 
Photograph: Courtesy of Soprintendenza alle Antichità - Firenze (G. Maetzke), 
Neg. n. 9083.

(78) Louvre F 216. E. Po t t ie r , Vases antiques du Louvre, II, 1897-1922, 
pl. 79.
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each with a reclining couple. Below are a table and two dogs. 
On the first kline it is a woman, not a man, who plays the lyre. 
In general the lyre player is placed at the end rather than at the 
head of the kline. A Middle Corinthian column-krater preserves 
one of the rare examples of the reclining lyre player on Corinthian 
vases (79) {tav. XXVa). Even in this case the man, on the second 
kline from the left, merely holds the lyre in his right hand rather 
than playing the instrument. If it were not for the presence of 
his right hand, the lyre would appear to hang on the wall in the 
same manner as the two lyres by the two other klinai on the right, 
which was the more common Corinthian custom. Furthermore the 
cover on Corinthian klinai is not portrayed with the overhanging 
ends that are customary on Etruscan representations. Instead a 
fringed cover extends to an equal distance along the entire length 
of the kline. In front of the kline is the common three-legged 
table with its bowls of food and a pair of slippers on the left end. 
Its height indicates that it was placed in front or to the side of 
the kline, not under it, as is also meant on the friezes with their 
shorthand method of stacking objects that in reality are behind one 
another. Below the table is a footstool more familiar from Etru-
scan tomb paintings than reliefs (80). Other objects, such as armor, 
which are not generally present in Etruscan banquets, hang on the 
wall (81).

On each of the four klinai a man and woman recline. The 
breasts of the women are exposed unlike their Etruscan counter-
parts, as on the Velletri relief. This vase, like the Attic amphora 
described above and most other Greek vases, represents a sympo-
sium where the presence of women indicates hetairai and not 
wives as in the Etruscan banquet scenes. The latter interpretation 
in based in part on the reclining couples on Etruscan sarcophagi, 
such as the famous one from Caere now in the Villa Giulia in 
Rome (82). A man and his hetaira would be out of place on a

(79) Louvre E 629. Photograph: Courtesy of museum (M. F. Briguet). 
Ric h t e r , Furniture (n. 9 supra), fig. 311.

(80) For example, in the Tomba del Colle, Chiusi. (De Ma r in is , op. cit., 
p. 20 Cat. n. 50 and R. Bia n c h i Ba n d in e l l i, Clusium, Le pitture delle tombe 
archaiche, in M. P. A., 1939, pi. Va.)

(81) d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 56.
(82) Villa Giulia Inv. n. 6646. Gig l io l i, A. E. (n. 17 supra), pl. CXVII. 

d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 12 Cat. n. 17 with bibliography. 
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death monument placed in a family tomb. This basic difference in 
the meaning of the banquet for Etruscans in contrast to the main-
land Greeks emphasizes one of the major difficulties in comparing 
Greek works with so-called derived Etruscan objects. Both groups 
of people, and they are different, wished to portray a very common 
scene from their life. The Etruscans may have adopted an out-
wardly similar form, much influenced by their neighbors, but the 
Etruscan product must be interpreted as Etruscan.

Still a third interpretation is involved in order to understand 
a group of banquets from Asia Minor. The prototype for these 
banquets, is generally cited as a relief of Assurbanipal (669-626 
B. C.) from the North Palace at Nineveh and now in the British 
Museum (83 ) (tav. XXVb). The king reclines on an elaborate couch. 
In front of it stands a table with some objects on it. At the end of 
the couch his wife sits on a throne. Around them are servants, 
including one figure playing a stringed instrument. This relief 
exists almost in a vacuum in the seventh century B. C. Yet the 
Assurbanipal relief seems to have set the tenor for an entire 
series of later Ionian banquets. In this group, generally only one 
kline is present, often with a focus on a sole occupant. This type 
is taken into Greek funerary stelai which perforce depict only the 
deceased at a banquet with a servant and sometimes a subsidiary 
seated figure, for instance the banquet from Paros (84) (tav. XXVc). 
Each tradition of banquet, thus, though probably in contact with 
at least one of the others, is basically autonomous, picking and 
choosing only those foreign elements which are particularly ame-

(83) British Museum 124920. Photograph: Courtesy of the Trustees of the 
British Museum (J. W. Parsley). Th ö n g e s -St r in g a r is , op. cit. (n. 53 supra), 
Beilage 2.

(84) Th ö n g e s -St r in g a r is , op. cit., Cat. n. 33, pp. 3, 73, Beilage 3. See also 
N. Ko n t o l e o n , ’Αρχαϊκή ζωφόρος έκ πάρου in Χαριστήριον εις A. K. 
Όρλάνδον. I, 1965, pp. 348-418. Photograph: Courtesy of Deutsches Archäologi-
sches Institut - Athens. The basic elements for these « death-feasts » are the 
deceased reclining on a kline, a cupbearer, and a seated female figure. This group, 
though with a funerary significance employs many of the motifs found on more 
decorative friezes. The relief from Paros is one of the earliest examples (c. 500 
B. C.). (Th ö n g e s -St r in g a r is , op. cit., p. 3.) The form of the kline, especially with 
its crosspieces and feet with their two small knobs on either side, the overhanging 
cover, the lebes to the right, and the armor on the walls are obviously from the 
same tradition as the Larisa plaques.
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nable to it. For example, the Etruscans selected the mainland 
Greek form with a series of klinai with reclining men and women, 
but chose specifically to portray their women according to their 
own previously established conventions.

Only two sites in Asia Minor have produced banquet revet-
ments so far. The best known are the painted architectural terra-
cotta frieze plaques from Larisa-on-the-Hermos (85) (tav. XXVIa-c). 
There are three types, all with a single kline with a reclining cou-
ple per plaque. One (Kline A) is related to the Assurbanipal type 
(86). Two figures sit on a throne to the right. In front of the 
kline is a table with bowls on it. A flutist plays on the left. This 
type is also repeated on a fragmentary relief from Kebren in Asia 
Minor (87) (tav. XXVId). The second type (Kline B) omits the 
throne and its occupants and adds instead a lebes on a three-legged 
stand(88). Like the Acqua Rossa relief, there was probably a cup-
bearer or servant dipping into the lebes or just leaving it. The third 
Larisan plaque (Kline C) is more fragmentary and appears to lack 
both the throne and the lebes (89).

Some elements on the Larisa plaques, beyond the general arran-
gement on an architectural revetment, help explain certain details 
on the Poggio Civitate plaques. What appear as knobs on the feet 
of the klinai on both the Poggio Civitate and Velletri friezes are 
possibly a simplification and outline of a palmette. This form of 
kline was preferred by the Ionians in contrast to the klinai with 
the lathe-turned legs on the Acqua Rossa plaques and on most

(85) L. Kje l l b e r g , Die architektonischen Terrakotten - Larisa am Hermos, 
II, 1940, Frieze VII, pp. 64 ff, pp. 66-67 figs. 20-22, pls. 22-23 and ä k e r s t r ö m, 
Kleinasiens, pls. 28 fig. 1 and pl. 29. Photographs: Courtesy of Nationalmuseum, 
Stockholm (P. Reuterswärd).

(86) Note that Kjellberg presents two different reconstructions for the kline 
A type. The one followed in our discussion is that of H. Schlief. (Kje l l b e r g , op. 
cit., p. 66 fig. 20). The other reconstruction by A. Fridell {Ibidem, pl. 27) is a 
combination both of the Kline A and Kline C types of Schlief: that is, more 
or less the left part of Kline A and the right part of Kline C with its beardless 
man, serving figure on the tight, and the dog below the table; a cock is added.

(87) Photograph: Courtesy of J. Μ. Cook. Published in JHS, Archaeological 
Reports 1965, p. 35 fig. 3 and ä k e r s t r ö m, Kleinasiens, p. 3 fig. 1 No. 2 and 
p. 7 No. 5a.

(88) Kje l l b e r g , op. cit., p. 67 fig. 21.
(89) Ibidem, p. 67 fig. 22. See footnote 86 supra.
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Corinthian representation (90). The Larisa reliefs include other 
animals in addition to dogs, such as a cock, like the birds on the 
Velletri plaque and on the Chiusine sarcophagus, a monkey as on 
the painted plaques from Caere, and a rat.

Âke Äkerström in the most recent study dates the Larisa 
plaques, some of which are among the earliest in the series of Asia 
Minor architectural revetments, to 530-520 B. C., thereby lowering 
the previous dates (91). The earliest dating is Kjellberg’s of 560- 
540 B. C. (92). Without going into a detailed analysis of the evi-
dence for and against an earlier or later dating, it is sufficient to 
know that the Larisa banquet friezes are later than the Poggio 
Civitate banquet no matter whose dating is followed. Certain 
stylistic characteristics support this conclusion: the legs of the 
end figure on Kline A can be seen through the drapery with the 
calf-muscle and the anklebone clearly and correctly indicated; the 
poses display a liveliness which is not restricted by geometric 
boundaries, etc. Because it is generally held that the continuous 
frieze is of Ionian origin from oriental prototypes (93), Äkerström 
has co-ordinated the Etruscan fictile revetment series with the 
Asia Minor chronology and lowered the Etruscan group according-
ly to show its dependence on Asia Minor. Thus he places the 
architectural terracotta friezes from Tuscania (94) and Poggio 
Buco (95) into his second or late subarchaic period of c. 525/500- 
425 B. C. (96). Yet these two friezes, in addition to stylistic simi-
larities and general structure, have a crowning cavetto moulding 
divided into convex strigils like those on the Poggio Civitate 
friezes and are therefore more or less contemporary with the

(90) Th ö n g e s -St r in g a r is , op. cit., (n. 53 supra), p. 11, and d e Ma r in is , 
op. cit. (n. 31 supra), p. 71.

(91) Äk e r s t r ö m, Kleinasiens, p. 64.
(92) KjELLBERG, Op. Μ., p. 163.
(93) For example, B. S. R. Rid g w a y , Notes on the Development of the Greek 

Frieze, in Hesperia XXXV, 1966, p. 188, J. Μ. De n t z e r , Reliefs au « Banquet » 
dans l’Asie Mineure du Ve siècle αν. J-C., in Rev. Arch. 1969, p. 221.

(94) Now in the Museum antiker Kleinkunst, Munich, An d r e n , op. cit. (n. 2 
supra), pl. 24 figs. 3-4.

(95) Ibidem, pl. 25 figs. 4-6. These friezes are particularly similar to those 
from Poggio Civitate in general format with the same crowning moulding and 
bottom guilloche border. The studs are lacking.

(96) ä k e r s t r ö m, Kleinasiens, p. 274.
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Poggio Civitate frieze dated twenty-five to fifty years earlier than 
Âkerstrôm’s grouping would place it (97). Though the theory 
may be sound and the scheme may reflect the actual sequence of 
origin and influence, nonetheless as the survival of material now 
stands, the Etruscan examples would appear to be earlier than 
their supposed prototypes. On the other hand, the literary tradi-
tion places the origin of terracottas in Corinth and attributes the 
invention to a certain Butades (98). The fact that archaic Corinth 
has not been completely excavated combined with the very real 
gaps in the Asia Minor series, however, leaves the origin of the 
terracotta frieze revetments a very open question.

As far as the Poggio Civitate banquet frieze is concerned, 
only a few conclusions about foreign influence may be stated with 
any degree of certainty. It seems that there is definite Corinthian 
influence on the style, that is the close correspondence between 
the head of the Tenea Kouros and the plastic heads attached to 
Corinthian vases and the Poggio Civitate figures’ profiles. The 
kline form with the inlaid legs, however, is a variation of the 
Ionian type rather than of the Corinthian lathe-turned type. On the 
other hand, the depiction of the kline’s cover seems to be an 
Etruscan treatment. The Corinthian versions tend both to extend 
to an equal level and to be fringed down the entire length of the 
kline, while the cover on an Ionian kline generally appears tucked 
under the kline’s mattress (99). The Etruscan solution, instead, 
has the cover run over the lenght of the kline and hang over both 
ends of the kline. The mouldings, according to Mrs. Meritt, are 
also peculiar to Etruria (100). Thus the Poggio Civitate banquet 
frieze represents a blend of Corinthian and Etruscan traditions.

(97) Me r it t , op. cit. (n. 68 supra), p. 15.
(98) Pl in . N. H. XXXV, xliiii, 151-152. In the same place Pliny also speaks 

of an alternate version in favor of an Asia Minor origin. In this story Rhoecos 
and Theodoros invented the art in Samos. Then three modellers, trained in their 
method, travelled to Etruria with the exile Demaratus, the father of the first 
Tarquin. The invention of bronze-casting, however, and not of clay, is the more 
traditional task assigned to the first two men. (H. Ra c k h a m, translator, N. H., 
Loeb Edition IX, p. 372 note a.)

(99) The Lakonian versions follow the Corinthian type of cover, kline, table 
and footstool as on the interior of a cup in Brussels. (Brussels Inv. n. R 401, 
CVA, Belgique III, III D pl. 4 (Belgique 106) fig. 6A and p. 4 (with bibliography).

(100) Me r it t , op. cit. (n. 68 supra), p. 14.
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How much and to what degree the Poggio Civitate frieze is indeb-
ted to Ionia or a South Italian center under strong Ionian influence 
is unclear at this point, because not enough comparative material 
survives to arrive at a true estimate.

As with the problem of the origin of architectural terracotta 
revetments and spheres of influence, the identification of the figures 
on the Poggio Civitate banquet plaques cannot be determined with 
certainty. Because of the lack of defining characteristics for all the 
figures, except for the two reclining figures at the left ends of the 
klinai, only the possibilities can be presented here. A beard marks 
the reclining figure at the left end of each kline as male. Their 
companions may be either male, as on the Acqua Rossa frieze, or 
female, as on the Velletri type. The second reclining figure’s chest 
is either portrayed in a three-quarter view or is a schematic rende-
ring of breasts. The latter might be reinforced by the fact that 
the figure holds a flower, which on the Poggio Civitate seated 
figures frieze appears in conjunction with female figures (101). Yet 
men also held flowers in Etruscan banquets (102). Both possibi-
lities also exist for the fourth reclining figure. The lyre players 
from Chiusi are generally male (103), but a female lyre player is 
also possible (104). The serving figures are not capable of any 
secure identification, because of their undetailed garments and 
physiques. The flutist is commonly male on Etruscan banquets, 
except for an example for Chiusi (105). Usually on Etruscan reliefs 
those figures carrying oinochoai and bowls tend to be male, 
except for Chiusine banquets where they are most frequently fe-
male (106). If the Poggio Civitate banquets belongs more in the

(101) See footnote 4 supra. Note also that on the Velletri banquet frieze 
fragment in the Museo Civico, Velletri that the female figure also holds a flower. 
(An d r e n , op. cit. [n. 2 supra], pl. 128.)

(102) For example on a bronze mirror in the Villa Giulia, Rome, Inv. 
n. 12973 (d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 32 Cat. n. 102 with bibliography) or in the 
Tomba della Nave n. 238, the figure on the right reclining on the middle kline. 
(Μ. Mo r e t t i, Nuovi monumenti della pittura etrusca, 1966, p. 203).

(103) For example on the sarcophagus in the Louvre (footnote 76 supra 
and tav. 12b) and on the urn in Chiusi (footnote 77 supra and tav. 12 c).

(104) For example on the Attic amphora cited in footnote 78 supra.
(105) That is Chiusi 2273, (d e  Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 26 Cat. n. 77 and p. 61; 

Pa r ib e n i, op. cit. (n. 77 supra), pl. XXXIII fig. 3.)
(106) d e Ma r in is , op. cit., p. 61.
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Chiusine than the Tarquinian sphere, as it appears, then the serving 
figures are probably female.

Though many problems remain unsolved, the Poggio Civitate 
banquet does establish the presence of the banquet scene as an 
architectural terracotta revetment in Etruria during the second 
quarter of the sixth century B. C. Moreover the frieze shows what 
Etruscan art of that period truly is—a synthesis of foreign traits 
combined with Etruscan characteristics to produce a completely 
Etruscan form.
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Copenhagen. (Photograph: Courtesy of 
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a) Banquet frieze from Acqua Rossa. (Photograph: Courtesy of C. E. Ostenberg).
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10.12.1. (Photograph: Courtesy Trustees of the 
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c) Archaic Etruscan funerary urn, Chiusi. (Photograph: Soprintendenza alle
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